


85.3 M
Inventory SF

2.2%
Vacancy Rate

$6.05
Market Rent/SF

(865 K)
12 Mo Net Absorption SF

INDUSTRIAL MARKET REMAINS TIGHT

Knoxville's industrial market remains tight. However, leasing activity has slowed and outside of a large build-to-suit 

delivery helping prop up absorption figures, demand has been inconsistent in recent quarters. The metro's slower 

job and population growth figures continue to limit demand prospects here, gearing industrial space toward local 

consumption. Most of the larger deliveries tend to be custom spaces for established tenants and this has helped 

keep new supply in line with demand. While there is currently 270,000 SF of speculative space under construction 

across the metro, the pipeline represents less than a 1% increase to the metro's total inventory.

Industrial rent growth seems to have peaked nationally, and Knoxville is following this trend. While trailing 12-month 

rent growth has decelerated recently, the figure remains above Knoxville's historical average, at 3.8%.

While Knoxville is not a hub for industrial sales activity, investment trends have improved over the past several 

years. Sales volume outperformed the metro's historical average for the third consecutive year in 2020. Additionally, 

cap rates continue compress and are now in the mid-7% range.



Submarket Overview



Knoxville's office market continues to show signs of softening amid the coronavirus pandemic. Leasing activity from local and regional firms 

has not been enough to counter some of the larger move-outs that have occurred here recently. While the vacancy rate still sits below the 

metro's historical average, quarterly net absorption has fallen into negative territory for the past four quarters.

Rent growth has pulled back, as well, as owners face challenges raising rents in 2020. In fact, office rents have remained largely unchanged 

over the past 12 months. However, a slowdown in construction has helped keep new supply in line with demand, limiting additional supply-

side pressures on the market. Some build-to-suit additions came on line in 2019, making the year the second-busiest for net supply 

additions since 2011.

The future of the Knoxville office market remains uncertain. The coronavirus pandemic continues to cause significant disruption to the 

national economy. The slowdown in leasing activity will likely continue to place downward pressures on rent growth in the coming quarters.

While investment activity was on the rise in the late 2010s, a softening market and growing uncertainty from the pandemic worked to 

suppress sales volume in 2020. In fact, sales volume fell to one of its lowest levels since 2010. Market pricing trends indicate that square-

foot pricing remained largely unchanged over the past year. Additionally, cap rates are ticking back up, with the figure sitting in the high-8% 

range.

One Riverwalk, a $160 million project that added 300 multifamily units, retail space, and a 170,000-SF renovated office tower, is one of 

Knoxville's newest developments that is helping reshape downtown's commercial footprint and extending it south of the river. The city 

successfully retained a major national player, Regal Entertainment Group, in a heavily incentivize deal that relocated Regal's headquarters 

to a renovated office tower in late 2017.

OFFICE MARKET SHOWS SIGNS OF SOFTENING

36.8 M
Inventory SF

5.8%
Vacancy Rate

$18.06
Market Rent/SF

(391 K)
12 Mo Net Absorption SF
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60 M
Inventory SF

3.7%
Vacancy Rate

$15.23
Market Rent/SF

(428 K)
12 Mo Net Absorption SF

RETAIL FUNDAMENTALS ARE SOFTENING
Knoxville's retail fundamentals are softening, as the coronavirus pandemic continues to place downward pressures on economic 

and population growth across the metro. Retail vacancies have increased recently. Many smaller retailers and restaurants have

closed up shop, pushing net absorption to it slowest level in years. Additionally, rent growth has steadily slowed in recent months, 

as well. In fact, owners have increased rents by only about 0.5% over the past 12 months. This level of growth now trails both the 

national benchmark and the metro's historical average.

Developers have been slow to add space in recent years and no year has seen supply increase by more than 1%. Even so, 

investors remained interested in Knoxville's retail market prior to the pandemic, thanks to years of improving job and population 

growth figures. Sales volume outperformed Knoxville's historical average in 2019 for the sixth consecutive year. Market pricing 

trends indicate that SF pricing has largely held steady over the past few years. Additionally, cap rates have started to tick back up 

and are sitting in the high-7% range.
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APARTMENT MARKET CONTINUES TO IMPROVE

Despite ongoing concerns surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, Knoxville's apartment market continues to thrive. Strong demand and a 

slowdown in deliveries have pushed the metro's overall occupancy rate to a historical high. Property managers are taking advantage of this 

climate and are raising rents at a fast pace; in fact, rents have increased by 4.0% over the past year illustrating the health of the MSA’s 

market.

While market fundamentals are on solid ground right now, more supply is on the way. Roughly 1,600 units are under construction and set to 

deliver over the next several quarters. While this may seem like an impressive number on the surface, it represents less than a 5% increase 

in overall supply.

Although sales volume fell to its lowest point in more than five years in 2020, investors were becoming more active in the years leading up to 

the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, market pricing trends indicate that unit pricing ticked up in 2020. Cap rates continue to compress and 

are sitting in the mid-5 to low-6% range.

As we move into 2021, economic growth remains a key component to watch amid the coronavirus pandemic. While the multifamily market 

strengthened in 2020, Knoxville's vacancy rate is projected to rise over the next several quarters, as new supply enters the market and the 

pandemic continues to place pressure on multifamily demand.

While new Class A development has long been the darling of Knoxville’s multifamily market, one component that will change in the coming 

quarters is the increase in low-income and moderate-income housing developments.  There are many economic benefits to developers of this 

housing class and we have seen a number of large projects that have received tentative approval from the Tennessee Housing Development 

Authority.  The addition of these much-needed units will certainly have a positive effect on the overall multifamily market in Knoxville.

Because of Knoxville’s favorable income tax structure, low cost of living, job growth and moderate seasons our population con tinues to rise.  

This ongoing migration will continue to have a positive impact on the multifamily market.  

37,043 
Inventory Units

4.3%
Vacancy Rate

$950
Market Rent/Unit

1,052
12 Mo Net Absorption Units
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NAI Koella | RM Moore has been shaping the East Tennessee commercial real 
estate landscape for over 40 years by providing expert, innovative business 
solutions to the community.  

• NAI Koella | RM Moore is a full-service commercial real estate firm offering 
brokerage, development, advisory, and property management services.

• Our breadth of offerings and solid foundation in the community allows us to 
better understand and assist our clients in realizing their business 
objectives.

• At NAI Koella | RM Moore we are driven to create superior relationships and 
deliver exceptional results, and it is our people and their experience that 
make this possible. 

• Each assignment and collaboration is different, but the keys to success are 
always the same - commitment and loyalty to our clients, solution-oriented 

thinking, and integrity in everything we do.

$114+
Million in Total Volume 

(2019)

#1
East Tennessee’s Largest 

Commercial Real Estate Firm

1.5 M+
Square Feet of 

Property Managed

19
Brokers



K 246,227
2.9% 

413, 470  
3.2% 

US Average… 100

Knox Metropolitan Area… 86.4

Source: KNOX COUNTY METROPOLITAN PLANNING 
COMMISSION Facts & Figures 2019 






